Year 7 and Year 8
DISCO!
The APFA are excited
to host the year 7 and
year 8 discos, which
will be taking place on
27th and 28th April.
Tickets can be
purchased on Parent
Pay and drinks and
sweets will be on sale
during the evening!

West End Star Q&A
Ashmole were delighted to welcome back alumni Miriam-Teak
Lee for a special talk and Q&A with our students last Friday.
Miriam is an Olivier Award winning actress and West End star.
She is currently playing the title role in the West End smash hit
'&Juliet' at the Shaftesbury Theatre. Her other credits include
'On The Town' at Regents Park Open Air Theatre and notably
being in the original West End production of 'Hamilton' at the
Victoria Palace Theatre.
Miriam truly inspired and enriched our students. She spoke to
students about her time at Ashmole, training at Drama School
and taking to the London stages. Students then paved the way
and asked their own questions. When asked 'What advice would
you give to a young person looking to pursue a career in the
arts?' Miriam replied with the wonderful advice of 'Never
compare yourself to anyone else, being you is what helps you
stand out from others.'
Thank you Miriam for highlighting the importance of the arts and
the success that can come from it. – Mr Tozzi
Comic Relief – Non School Uniform Day
Our recent non school uniform day raised over £1960 for Comic
Relief! Comic Relief donations not only help people live free
from poverty, violence and discrimination but this year
specifically, they are also funding organisations that are
supporting people right now in Ukraine, and those attempting to
cross the border. Your donations and support are greatly
appreciated. - Mrs Brown
Year 10 Table Tennis Charity Event
Katie and Otis (Year 10 Year Reps) worked really hard to
organise a Charity Table Tennis event on Thursday after school.
Ali from Year 10 Dj-ed for the event providing some fantastic
music! Money was raised for the British Red Cross – Ukraine
Crisis Appeal. Well done on such a fantastic event Year 10.
- Ms Best

Take the Lead Workshop
It was an exciting day for our year 12 students who took part in the Old Vic
Theatre Take The Lead programme. Students attended the RBC
headquarters in Liverpool Street where they developed their own elevator
pitches, worked on CV’s and were part of mock interviews with members
of the Royal Bank of Canada team.
The students attitude was exemplary throughout. Our students were
welcoming to students from other schools and one student was even
pointed out as having ‘masterful interview technique’ and the interviewer
from RBC said they would ‘hire them tomorrow’.
Students have gained a wealth of knowledge and confidence through this
free employability programme and we hope to take part in the scheme
next year. – Mr Tozzi
KS3 Geography Club – Charity Quiz
“On Monday the 4th of April, 5 members of the geography club hosted a
quiz that raised funds for the Disasters Emergency Committee. The
Disasters Emergency Committee is an umbrella group of UK charities which
coordinates and launches collective appeals to raise funds to provide
emergency aid and rapid relief to people caught up in disasters and
humanitarian crises around the world.
At the geography club (that meets once a week on Tuesday lunchtimes),
we have been working on this quiz for three weeks. This quiz had a twist
though – participants didn’t have to write down their answers! Instead, all
the options were multiple choice so that participants could move to the
zone of the sports hall that represented their answer. This wasted less
paper and made the event more enjoyable.
We would like to thank Mrs Brown for representing us at the leadership
team, Mr Carr for providing us with microphones and all the Geography
teachers for overseeing our planning sessions. We would also like to thank
Miss Chung and Mr Norfolk for acting as administrators on the day and
everybody that helped by donating. Without everybody’s help, we would
not have been able to raise £90 for this fantastic charity!” -Rachel, 9N2.

Music Lunchtime Concert
Deryn in year 11 treated staff to a lunch time music concert on
Wednesday! What a treat!
Business BTEC – Micro Enterprise Activity
The Year 11 BTEC Tech Awards in Enterprise students have been working
really hard on their assignments planning a micro-enterprise activity. The
students were asked to summarize their plans and pitch to their classmates
as potential investors. They have all worked extremely hard and all
displayed great co-operation and presentation skills. Here are some of the
handouts that they prepared for their audience. Well done Year 11s! –
Miss Hatira

Science Indoor Practical!
“Here are some photos of the GCSE required practical "Sampling". We
were meant to go on the school field but the weather wasn't our friend.
Alas, 10SI helped me to transform the lab into a "field" and myself and
other teachers helped to make the "flowers". 10SI were really professional
and engaged and will be confident in setting up a transect and measuring
the daisy population using a quadrat when the weather is (hopefully!)
better after Easter.” Mrs Morley

Barnet Youth Elections
On Thursday 24th March, Ania S in Year 10 was elected Barnet Youth
Ambassador! She was up against a number of students from all over the
borough. She has worked really hard in her campaign and is
naturally delighted to be elected. She will be working alongside another
student from Mill Hill County representing the voices of the young people in
Barnet. Well done to all candidates who were up for election from Ashmole:
Youth Ambassador:
Youth Parliament:
Ania S
Ruby C Sima A
Antonia B
Otis C Eda O
Dyson Apprenticeship
Reuben C in Year 13 has been offered a place on the Dyson Apprenticeship
scheme at the Dyson Institute of Engineering and Technology. The course
receives around 14 applications for each place so this is an impressive
achievement in itself.
American College Level Football
Alex in Year 13 was contacted by California Lutheran University, based just
outside LA in early February.
They had been sent a recommendation to recruit him by a current Dallas
Cowboys, NFL coach to watch his highlights reel online.
Based on the clips they saw, they interviewed Alex and have offered him a full
scholarship to play college level football for the next four years. Alex is
currently planning on reading Biology and Sports Science as an undergraduate
degree to complement his sporting programme.
Congratulations Alex!
Year 9 Trip
On Tuesday 8th March, 27 Year 9 students were given the fantastic opportunity
to visit our link college at the University of Oxford, Christ Church. They enjoyed
a lecture on life at Oxford along with a Q&A session with current
undergraduates. This was followed by a tour of the college and lunch in the
famous Hall. After lunch, students visited the Ashmolean Museum and got the
chance the view many unique and priceless artefacts.
All in all, this was a great day and provided students with a useful insight into
life at the university. - Mrs Lawrence
Physics Challenge
British Physics Olympiad Round 2 2022
I am delighted to announce that Jack Leonida In Year 13 earned a Silver Award
in the British Physics Olympiad Round 2 2022. The paper is a test of stamina,
determination and resilience, not merely knowledge of physics topics and
technical skills, and is deliberately set to be a direct challenge to the academic
strength of those involved as it is only sat by approximately the top 150
physics students in the country who have been selected from the earlier
Round 1 competition.
Jack’s Silver therefore means he is one of the top 100 physics students in the
country this year!
This is quite simply a stunning achievement and a testament to Jack’s
endeavour both in and out of the classroom to push his understanding of a
topic to its limits, and his voracious appetite for learning above and beyond the
curriculum. Jack is never satisfied with a simple answer, but always wants to
dive into the nuance and complexity of the subject and tackle even the most
challenging of problems. Jack had this to say “I had a lot of fun with the paper
and the fact that I managed anything at all is both shocking to me and a pretty
nice achievement!” Congratulations Jack! (Continued on next page)

Physics Challenge Continued
There was also success in the Intermediate and Senior Physics Challenges with the following certificates awarded:
Senior Physics Challenge (Y12)
Intermediate Physics Challenge (Y11)
Tom F. – Silver
Ronnie G. – Bronze
Matthew H. – Bronze
Jacob M. – Bronze
Omar K. – Bronze
Haroon K. – Bronze
Isaac O. – Bronze
Mitra M. – Bronze
Joseph W. – Bronze
- Mr Costello

Product Design
Our GCSE Design and Technology students have been working very hard this
spring term on their practical projects, honing their design and manufacturing
skills and producing some wonderful pieces! Both Product Design and Textiles
students have demonstrated great responsibility and professionalism by
attending booster sessions on Saturdays, at lunchtime, and after school with
The Technology Team. From backpacks, jumpsuits and dresses, to a theme
park model rollercoaster, a model locker and a model amphitheatre, the
students’ creativity and ability to manifest their ideas have been exceptional
this term! Food and Nutrition student Lydia P has gained a place at
Westminster Kingsway College, the top Hospitality and catering college in the
UK (Events, management and hospitality). The college only accepts 22
students on this course each academic year so it is a great achievement for
Lydia. With extensive gastronomic practice and proven excellence, the college
is committed to innovation and high performance in hospitality and culinary
arts. Lydia will be working alongside leading chefs’ associations and principal
figures from the world of gastronomy.
Our GCSE Design and Technology Y10 students have been making use of the
workshops this term creating bespoke lamps using a mixture of materials,
manufacturing processes and techniques. Laser cutting, engraving and line
bending have been used to bring out the bespoke details in each students
designs and we are so excited to see these final outcomes.
Year 7 French
“I set 7M2 a challenge to write a song or a poem about going out with friends
in the town in French. A really tricky challenge but they rose to the challenge
magnificently. Not only did they write their songs or poems but they also
confidently performed them in front of the class.
For example Alina C sang a song set to the theme tune of the Pink Panther.
Well done 7M2!” – Miss Miller
English
In English our year 8's have been very busy writing and performing beautiful
poems and diary entries about 'forgotten voices of war'. They came up with
very realistic and moving ideas to honor these people. - Ms McKay and Ms
Righelato
Year 7 Science
Year 7's have been using the choc-cycle to model the rock cycle.
Chocolate can be ground into small particles (weathered), heated, cooled, and
compressed — just like rocks. Unlike rocks, chocolate can undergo these
processes safely and at reasonable temperatures.
The class used chocolate to create “sedimentary,” “metamorphic,” and
“igneous” chocolate.
Another year 7 class - made lunar landers, Landers are designed to ensure that
the fragile cargo that they transport arrive on a planets surface intact. The
class were given an egg as their fragile cargo. Their lander had to be designed
and built to ensure cargo is still intact after a 2 m drop and they should be
able to remove the egg after landing. Bonus points were awarded for the
design too! – Miss Sheikh

MedSoc – Dentistry
On Thursday 24 March our aspiring dentists in Year 12 joined a virtual talk
delivered by alumni Emma, a second year at Cardiff University.
She provided an insight into life as a dentistry student as well as providing advice
on how to gain volunteering and work experience. She guided our students on how
to make the most of work experience and the importance of reflecting on this. She
gave some top tips on preparing for the UCAT, an aptitude test used by many
universities as part of their admissions process. There were plenty of questions
from our Year 12s at the end including how to balance work and life when
completing a demanding degree! Thank you to Emma!

Particle Physics Masterclass
“I was one of the lucky participants of a one day Particle Physics Masterclass
run by the High Energy Physics department at UCL on Tuesday 29th March.
This was a very rewarding experience and I learnt a lot over the course of the
day. We got to meet famous physicists who all gave lectures on particle
physics and taught us about the Large Hadron Collider in Geneva. They taught
us all about subatomic particles and their function in the space around us. We
also got to interact with current physics students studying at UCL from each
year who gave us support and even allowed us to ask them questions about
university life and different physics courses and the careers they would lead to.
The day ended with a video call with some of the leading physicists at the
Large Hadron Collider where we were given the opportunity to ask questions
about the Collider and even got some inside information about future
expansions in the works. Thank you to Mr Costello (Head of Physics) for
organising this trip and even managing to get us a few extra spaces so more
students could attend.” - Raiyan C, 12BRA
The Importance of the Arts
On Sunday 27th March it was World Theatre Day. So last week at Ashmole,
students reflected on the importance of the Arts in Assembly. A wonderful
video was shown in which staff and students spoke about fond memories they
had involving the arts and why they feel the arts are important.
The video ended with a special message from Ashmole Alumni, West End Star
and Olivier Award winning actress Miriam-Teak Lee who is currently the lead
role in ‘&Juliet’ at the Shaftesbury Theatre. Miriam highlighted how the arts
are key in ‘allowing us to empathise with other humans’, and also how if it
weren’t for the arts ‘we would have no Netflix or Theatres, we need the arts
and must do everything we can to save them.’ – Mr Tozzi
Year 7 Drama
Year 7 have been studying Commedia dell'arte this term. Spike showed great
endeavor when he arrived to his assessment with a Commedia Mask that he
had made himself. This is an exemplary attitude that we love to see! Fantastic
work Spike, well done! – Miss Hawkins
Year 7 Football
On Monday 28th March, at the Walker Ground, Southgate, Ashmole Academy year. 7
Boys’ Football Team played in the Barnet Cup Final against Totteridge Academy,
winning 3-1 in a very competitive and exciting final. Ashmole started the game strongly
and dominated possession. After 10 minutes Ashmole took the lead through Christian
L. who scored with a measured shot which nestled in the bottom corner. Totteridge
Academy started to dominate the match, taking more control until Ashmole on the
counter attack their second goal again through Christian L. In the second half Ashmole
again started strongly missing several chances before Johnny P. added a third goal with
an excellent shot finishing in the top corner. Despite dominating further Totteridge
Academy scored a consolation goal through a free kick at the edge of the box.
Congratulations to them all. The Ashmole team will now focus on winning the league
with some tough fixtures still to play.

Year 11 Basketball League
Wednesday 30th March was the Yr 11 Barnet Boys’ Basketball League
Final which we held at home. It was a very good match of basketball,
however against excellent opposition our Year 11 Basketball team were
beaten 58-43 by SMSJ. The boys all played extremely well and to score
43 points against their opponents was an achievement itself in their last
game. Congratulations to SMSJ on their win. Thank you to all those at
BPSS who organised the League and Cup Basketball games for all our
year groups. Lastly a special thanks to our referee for the match! – Mr
Scott
Interform Competitions
Year 7
During this final week of the term we are running some Interform
Competitions across most year groups. On Monday we started with Year 7
Basketball Interform. A fantastic evening with great energy and
enthusiasm resulted in great turn out. It was a really enjoyable and
competitive tournament which included some great performances from
our future male and female basketballers. At the end of the competition in
very tense final M2 beat N1 to emerge victorious win the trophy.
Year 9
On Wednesday evening we hosted our 2nd Interform of the week and this
time it year 9 Basketball. It was amazing to see such a turnout from the
year group and all members of the form participating. The actual
tournament was very competitive with all games generally very close.
However after the group stage, four forms emerged to play the semi
finals, which were M1, S1, S2 & V1. After two tense and nervous semi
finals S1 and V1 were victorious. In the final S1 were winners over V1 by 80.
Year 8
Last night we hosted the final Basketball Interform of the year and this
time it was Year 8s turn! Another well supported event and great to see all
members of the forms playing so well! The tournament was extremely
competitive with all games generally very close. In the final V1 ran out
winners by 8-0 over M2 to be crowned Champions. We now will look
forward our final Interforms of the year in May when it will be Netball.
Year 11
Year 11 took part in their final Interform Competition yesterday!
The competition was Netball and was well supported by the year group. It
was a great event, and at the end of some competitive netball played to a
great standard 11J1 were crowned champions as a result of some excellent
shooting! Well done!
Many thanks to the whole PE department for putting on this sporting
events for all year groups!

Applications for our
Musical Aptitude Listening
Tests are now open!
Successful candidates will
then be invited to audition.
Please see our school
website for more details!

GCSE Drama Practical Exam
On Tuesday 5th and Wednesday 6th of April GCSE
Drama students in Year 11 completed their
Component 3 exam.
In January, students were put into groups and given
an extract from scripts such as Blood Brothers by
Willy Russell, Five Kinds of Silence by Shelagh
Stephenson and Constellations by Nick Payne. Since
then, students have worked tirelessly in lessons,
lunchtimes and after school, to prepare their extract.
They’ve participated in vocal and physical
workshops, they’ve chosen their own costumes and
created lighting and sound cue sheets.
The students acted with a great deal of
professionalism and the exam days went smoothly.
We are so proud of you all.
Now we’ve only got Component 1 left to do!
- Miss Humphryes
Year 12 Geography Residential Trip
“Our three day fieldtrip (28th -30th March) to Flatford Mill
Study Centre was an exciting excursion, set amidst the
English countryside of Dedham Vale in Suffolk. We carried
out investigation skills and practiced data collection
techniques for regeneration and coastal processes in three
contrasting areas, Ipswich, Walton-on-the-Naze and
Dedham. In the course of our time there, we developed
teamwork, resilience and problem solving skills.
On our first day, we travelled to Ipswich Waterfront, a town
in Suffolk, where we reviewed the extent of regeneration
and how economically, socially and environmentally
successful it was. We used quantitative and qualitative data
collection methods in order to answer our hypotheses. We
particularly enjoyed exploring the various processes,
systems, landforms and management along the coastline at
Walton-on-the-Naze. Using various different types of
equipment and sampling strategies, by measuring the beach
profile, infiltration rates and sediment size, we saw the
effects of various management types along the coastline.
Finally, we investigated a small town called Dedham, and its
sense of place. As well as how it is represented and
perceived in different ways. This enhanced our classroom
learning as we could make real world connections.
Aside from the studies, we spent our free time in the
Students’ Common room where we had time to unwind after
a long day of work. We personally found this trip very
effective as it helped us visualise the topics we are going to
use for our NEA”
- Tara and Naznoush, Year 12 Geographers
Wishing our whole school community a lovely, restful Easter Break!

